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Abstract: The method for protection of diagnosis intelligent system of microprocessor devices is represented in the 
paper. This method based on background authentication of the user in the process of keyboarding. The user’s keystroke 
dynamics characteristics are the means of authentication. For realization of the user authentication method uses the 
artificial neural networks of ART2 architecture.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Microprocessor devices play the leading role in 

the modern technical systems. They are used in 
computer systems, household appliances, medical 
facilities, industrial and military control systems. 
The importance of solution of the microprocessor 
devices (MD) diagnosis task is permanently 
increasing. It creates a need to design the 
microprocessor devices diagnosis systems (MD DS) 
and regular escalates their possibilities.  

Modern microprocessor devices diagnosis 
systems are intelligent. They are based on using of 
the artificial intelligence components and included 
in its structure a knowledge base, which 
accumulated the great volumes of the confidential 
information [1,2]. If we estimate the cost of 
obtaining such information for corporations, which 
are developing MD DS, we will see that only filling 
a knowledge base by the qualitative expert 
information costs tens, and even hundred thousand 
dollars. For example, the cost of one production rule 
is estimated about $100 [3], and the full-fledged 
expert system of microprocessor devices diagnosis 
contains a thousands rules.  

And so, one of priority and important task at an 
operational phase of microprocessor devices 
diagnosis intelligent system (MD DIS) is securing of 
the expert information.  

 
2. KNOWN SOLUTIONS REVIEW  

Protection of modern software should meet the 
requirements, which are formulated for appropriate 

classes of safety in Trusted Computer System 
Evaluation Criteria, European ITSEC or Common 
Criteria for Information Technology Security 
Evaluation (CCITSE) [4, 5]. The basic components 
of the information protection models are protection 
means against unauthorized access to the 
information and resources that guarantee 
information integrity and provide access to the 
information.  

Models of discretionary and mandatory access 
control are using widely in order to defend modern 
software products against unauthorized access. They 
provide to access division between subjects and data 
objects [6]. This models have a number of defects; 
and so, there is a possibility to have access to theirs 
protection systems. According to Hoffman’s 
theorem, for arbitrary system of discretionary 
protection and a joint right of access to information 
resources, there is no possibility to prove whether 
assigned configuration of an information system is 
secure [7].  

One of the modern effective means of the 
information protection is biometrics. Biometric 
authentication is a way of the person authentication 
by unique biometric characteristics, which are 
inherent to only this person. Biometric 
characteristics, such as genetic parameters of the 
subject: a fingerprints, hand geometry, voice, the iris 
of the eye or the retina and his individual behavioral 
features: handwriting, the signature, keystroke 
dynamics are of special interest for the use in the 
field of computer technologies [8].  
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One of main drawbacks of biometric systems that 
hindered with their wide implementation is the 
requirement for presence of special authentication 
hardware - scanners of the face and hand, 
fingerprint, etc. Special hardware is not necessary 
only for authentication of a person by keystroke 
dynamics.  

Systems of authentication by keystroke dynamics 
are based on the procedure that while entering a key 
phrase computer enables to keep a record a user’s 
parameters, such as the speed of entering of the 
information, the time of entering words and separate 
symbols, the time intervals between pressed and 
released of separate keys, etc. The user’s 
authentication realized on the base of analyzes of 
these parameters. With this, the reliability index of 
this way of authentication is high enough – its level 
EER is 3-4 % [9]. 

The systems of authentication by keystroke 
dynamics are divided into two groups in accordance 
with their function: systems for authentication of the 
user, which wants to get access to software and 
monitoring systems user’s software operations. 
Systems of the second group also make possibility to 
organize the hidden authentication.  

Under increases the requirements to a class of 
software security, the models of access control, 
which are used in it simultaneously, also increases in 
number. Standard practice is integration of the 
models of discretionary and mandatory access 
control. Sometimes theirs are added biometrics 
authentication means. Result of integration of 
several base protection models is not only in 
integration of advantages of these models, but also 
in integration of their defects and weak points.  

It is necessary to take into account that the formal 
models of protection operate only within the bounds 
of algorithms, incorporated in them and are not 
intelligent. They can inadequately react or not react 
in general to the changes characteristics of users 
interaction with software. Only a highly skilled 
software manager can compensate a lack of 
intelligence of this protection models. Only 
manufacturers can eliminate problems that arise in 
means of protection (presence of errors which 
appeared at a design stage) and can adapt them to 
new requirements by adding new functions and 
creating new versions of software products. 

For the majority existing intelligent systems, for 
example, expert systems or decision support 
systems, methods of information protection are built 
on the formal models. Its methods built without 
taking into account the qualities of intelligent 
systems and it reduced the efficiency of protection 
[10].  

 
 

3. MD DIS QUALITIES 
In a number of cases the software intelligent 

systems of microprocessor devices diagnosis have 
the qualities that distinguish them from traditional 
software.  

Such features are:  
• possibility to obtain new knowledge on the 

basis of the information which contains in a 
knowledge base, for example creations 
"fast" production rules. Entering of the 
incorrect information in the knowledge base 
leads to creation of erroneous rules, and as 
consequence we make up the erroneous 
logical inference at problem solving; 

• possibility to use the information from a 
knowledge base for training artificial neural 
networks which function in consisting of 
MD DIS. Using of the incorrect information 
leads to output neural nets the distorted or 
erroneous results; 

• possibility to use the previous tasks solution 
results for generation of new rules of the 
inference and correction of problem solving 
algorithms in the further. Entering by the 
user of wittingly incorrect information about 
results of problem solving leads to creation 
of erroneous rules and algorithms;  

• possibility to obtain the detailed information 
about the diagnosing object only by 
exhaustive search of a knowledge base 
during maintenance of system. Separately 
taken files of a knowledge base are low-
comprehension. 

Specified distinguishes make intelligent 
diagnosis systems more vulnerable, than usual 
DBMS or other software.  

Modern literature does not attend enough 
attention to questions of intelligent systems 
protection by taking into account it’s distinguishes. 
Specifically little attention pays to questions of 
systems protection from damage by introduce of the 
incorrect information in their knowledge bases. 
Besides, it is necessary to prevent of exhaustive 
search of knowledge bases during operation and 
others users incorrect actions that lead intelligent 
systems to the state when they will be unable to 
operate.  

 
4. PROBLEM DEFINITION 

The purpose of our research is improvements of 
characteristics of federated MD DIS protection 
systems at the expense of usage of the user biometric 
authentication resources. Authentication should be 
carried out not only at the moment of the user login 
in system, but also during all operate session with 
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system. For this purpose it is necessary to research 
characteristics of the user keystroke dynamics and to 
use them for carrying out of the hidden 
authentication. It is necessary to provide possibility 
of the adaptation of a protection system to changes 
of the user biometric characteristics. Process of the 
user authentication is necessary to make intelligent 
at the expense of usage of artificial neural networks.  

 
5. CHARACTERISTICS OF 

KEYSTROKE DYNAMICS 
There are following parameters using in the 

systems of user authentication by keystroke 
dynamics: the symbol input speed, the time between 
pressing the keys, the time dependence between 
pressing some of the keys, the characteristics using 
of  “hot” and soft keys, and so on.    

The MD DIS protection system used following 
characteristics of keystroke dynamics:  

- time between pressing keys:  
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where 1,1 −= ni , 1,1 −= nk , n - quantity 
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- time between releasing keys: 
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The special software for recording of users 
keystroke dynamics characteristics has been 
developed during our research.  

In fig.1 are represented diagrams where were 
fixed periods between presses keys, between 
releases keys and an average rate of typing the text. 
In all figures on axis X indicated is values k, on an 
axis Y – the time (milliseconds).  

Fig1. Characteristics of the user keystroke dynamics. 

Presence of essential distinctions in keystroke 
dynamics of different users was observed in the 
process of experiments.  

In fig.2 is represented the example of fixing of 
the user keystroke dynamics, where he typed the 
same text 4 times.  

 
Fig.2. Diagram of times between pressing keys, where 

user typed the same text 4 times. 

Examples of keystroke dynamics diagrams of 
two different users are represented in the fig.3a and 
3b. As we see, the keystroke dynamics of different 
users have essential distinctions.  

 

 

Fig 3a, 3b. The keystroke dynamics diagrams of two 
different users 

Fixing of periods between releases keys has 
given similar results. The average rate of typing for 
different users also essentially differed even after 
reusable trainings (200-400 milliseconds).  

Cases of perfect coincidence between diagrams 
of three characteristics for different users it has not 
been detected. Consequently, each user has his 
keyboard handwriting. At attempt of keyboard 
handwriting falsification of the most essential 
distinctions were observed in a graphics of time 
between releases of keys and a graphics of typing 
average rate.  
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At a reusable typing of the same text (20-50 
times) small size (5-20 characters) characteristics of 
the user keystroke dynamics in the beginning slowly 
vary, and farther become more stable. That is, the 
user studies, he adapts to type fragments of the text 
in the way most convenient for him. In fig. 4a, 4b 
we presented user keystroke dynamics when he 
typed the text 4 times before and after learning.  

The most essential deviations in samples of the 
user keystroke dynamics were observed in cases 
when the user distracted from type, hastened or was 
nervous. For revealing of the user's keystroke 
dynamics features the minimum length of the typed 
text should not be smaller 6-7 characters. At typing 
the big fragments of the text (it is more than 15 
characters) the user can distract, that leads to 
deviation his keystroke dynamics characteristics.  

 
Fig. 4a. The user keystroke dynamics before learning 

 
Fig. 4b. The user keystroke dynamics after learning 

 
In the authors opinion, for the authentication of 

the user on the basis of keystroke dynamics is 
necessary to use fragments of the text with length of 
6-15 characters. Thus, for improvement of the 
reliability characteristics of the authentication - FRR 
and FAR (False Rejection Rate and False 
Acceptance Rate),  the same fragments, which the 
user "has learned" to type, are necessary to use. 

The user authentication by keystroke dynamics 
has a number of advantages comparing to another 
biometric methods:  

- does not require special hardware;  
- to make a minimum of requirements for the 

user; 

- it is used in the background, it is imperceptible 
for the user; 

- it can be used with other protection methods.  
There are also a number of problems if to use this 

method of authentication, in particular:  
- keystroke dynamics varies from time to time 

(the user learning); 
- reliability of authentication depends on the 

size of the printed text; 
- keystroke dynamics of the user frequently 

depends on his psychological state; 
- majority of existing systems require presence 

of a standard sample of the key phrase and the 
sample that is researched for revealing 
specific features of keystroke dynamics. The 
presence of standard samples of keystroke 
dynamics in computer enables to receive them 
and to use for violation of the security of the 
system.  

Researches of the selected keystroke dynamics 
characteristics are showing that they complex using 
would be quite enough for user authentication if will 
be solved noted above problem. 

 
6. INTELLECTUALIZATION OF THE 

USER AUTHENTICATION PROCES 
 Taking into account the features of modern MD 

DIS and the problems of the keystroke dynamics 
authentication the task of improvement of the 
characteristics of integral protection resources by 
means of using of the artificial intelligence 
components is very important. For implementation 
of the user authentication has been elected the 
artificial neural network of ART2 architecture 
(fig.5). ART2 is designed to process real-valued 
patterns [11]. 

The ART2 architecture is composed of two 
groups of neurons referred to as the F1 layer and F2 
layer. The F1 layer is further divided into input and 
interface neurons. The F1(a) input neurons process 
inputs from the environment. The F1(b) interface 
neurons combine inputs from the F1 input neurons 
and the F2 layer neurons. The F2 layer is a 
competitive layer where the neurons serve as cluster 
prototypes. There are “bottom-up” connections 
between nodes in F1(b) and F2. There are also “top-
down” connections from F2 to F1(b). A reset 
mechanism along with a vigilance parameter 
determines whether a F2 node learns a pattern. The 
F1 units do not change during the resonance phase 
so the equilibrium weights can be determined 
exactly so the iterative solution to the differential 
equations is not required. 

Network ART2 realize the clusterization 
algorithm, that similar to algorithm of "the 
sequential leader". According to this algorithm, the 
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first input vector is considered as a sample of the 
first cluster. The following input vector is compared 
to a sample of the first cluster. The input vector will 
belong to the first cluster if the distance between it 
and a sample of the first cluster will be smaller than 
threshold that was indicated by the developer.  

 
Fig. 5. The ART2 architecture  

Otherwise, for the second input vector the 
separate cluster will be created. This process repeats 
for all following input vectors. Thus, the number of 
clusters grows eventually and depends from value of 
a threshold and from distance that using for 
comparison entry signals and samples of classes. 
Limitations of the neurons quantity in an output 
layer are defined only by possibilities of the 
computer system and the wishes suggested by 
developers. The special parameter of the control 
(vigilance) allows regulate accuracy of images 
coincidence.  

In our case the vectors, composed from 
characteristics of the user keystroke dynamics, are 
giving to the network as an input layer: 

),,( mr
k

p
ki TTTS = , where 1,1 −= nk , n  - the 

greatest possible quantity of pressing or releasing 
keys (maximum length of an input fragment of the 
text), i - number of a fragment, pi ,1= , p  - 
quantity of fragments. If the fragment of the text has 
length smaller n , then empty positions of an input 
vector will initialize by zero values. The fragment of 
the text which is typed by the user at first, is a 
sample for creation of an appropriate output cluster.  

On an output the network forms a vector 
),...,,( 21 pyyyY = , which have only one neuron 

with maximum value. This neuron is signaling about 
reference of an input vector of the keystroke 
dynamics characteristics to one of clusters. That is 
authentication of the user by this fragment has 
passed successfully. The quantity of output vector 
elements should not exceed quantity of used 
fragments of the text. If during recognition of  the 
input fragment there is a need to create additional 
element of the output vector, than authentication will 

be unsuccessful. Quantity of the text fragments 
which will be used for authentication and accuracy 
of coincidence of keystroke dynamics samples are 
defined by the MD DIS developer.  

Usage of ART2 neural nets helps to organize 
process of authentication more effectively and has a 
number of advantages than usage of neural networks 
of other architectures [12, 13]: 

• ART2 network  studies "without the 
teacher", the sample of an educational vector 
is inputing by the user of appropriate 
fragment of the text at first; 

• the developer can be in control of the 
accuracy of the input vectors coincidence 
with samples which already are in the 
network; 

• if presence a changes in the user keystroke 
dynamics characteristics (the user learning 
by experience of type) the network will 
adapt to them; 

• the quantity of outputs ART2 network can 
be increased, that permit of necessity to 
increase quantity of the text samples for 
authentication; 

• using of a ART2 network does not need 
storage in a knowledge base of standard 
samples of the user keystroke dynamics that 
prevents their abducting; 

• the ART2 network admits using for 
authentification of several separate 
fragments of the text, that in the complex 
enables to raise efficiency of process of 
authentication and to reduce requirements to 
the user; 

• for each user there is the separate copy of 
the ART2 network. If the user is deleted 
from system, that only his variant of the 
network will be deleted, retraining of other 
users networks is not necessary.  

 
7. METHOD OF MD DIS PROTECTION 

The user’s interface of diagnosis intelligent 
systems is organized in the dialog mode, as well as 
in all modern software products. The user enters the 
information in appropriate fields of screen forms and 
receives the necessary information in other fields on 
the screen. The user have to ask question to MD DIS 
for getting the information from the knowledge base, 
that is he have to type. From this it follows that we 
can to organize monitoring of keystroke dynamics in 
a background, that is imperceptible for the user. The 
protection system ensure the authentication of the 
user at logon and the control of his keystroke 
dynamics over all operating time according to the 
algorithm presents in fig. 6.  
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Fig. 6. The algorithm of operation of the MD DIS 
protection system 

 
Authentication of the user at logon is based on 

the login and the password. The user keystroke 
dynamics are also inspected during authentication. 
User is admitted to operation with system in a case 
of coincidence all his data and characteristics. 
Monitoring of the user keystroke dynamics on the 
separate fragments of the text is carried out during of 
all session. If presence essential differences in the 
user keystroke dynamics then protection system will 
be locked and the alarm will be transferred to 
manager or safety expert.  

 
Generally process of the user authentication 

consist of two stages. A preliminary stage:  

• it is necessary during MD DIS engineering 
to provide even one field on each screen 
form for typing information by user. The 
typed in this field text will be used for 
authentication. The text should not vary. 
First of all there are login, password and 
also the information about types of devices, 
tags of faults, etc.;  

• the user should typed some times keywords 
and phrases before beginning operation with 
MD DIS. In further they will be entered into 
the fields of forms and used for 
authentication. System will receive the 
typical samples of the user keystroke 
dynamics at the first filling fields of 
dialogue forms.  

Main part: 
• the protection system generates for the user 

new copy of ART2 network at the first 
registration in MD DIS; 

• the monitoring program in the typing proces 
registers values of time between pressing the 
keys, time between release the keys and the 
average rate of typing the text, forms a 
vector of parameters of keystroke dynamics 
and submits theirs on an input of the 
network;  

• the vector of keystroke dynamics 
parameters, which received at the first filling 
of the form fields, is using for learning;  

• on the output the neural net forms vector, 
where only one neuron by maximum value 
gives the signal about successful user 
authentication, thus, each screen form 
receives the number of a neuron of the 
output vector;  

• form that already was filled earlier, has 
number of the neuron that received 
maximum value. If the form after felling do 
not receive the response from respective 
neuron, then this form will be noticed by a 
special marker of "infringer"; 

• after each filling of the form fields, the 
protection system mades a calculation of the 
percentage relation between quantity of the 
forms with a marker of "infringer" and total 
quantity of the filled forms. If percent of 
differences exceeds the admitted percent 
then will be sent message to the 
administrator and MD DIS access will be 
blocked; 

• the control of keystroke dynamics is more 
hard at introduction of the password and less 
hard at filling forms during operation.  

Usage of the offered method of MD DIS 
protection does not demand the big expenses of 
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computing resources, provides possibility to adapt 
the protection system to changes of the user 
keystroke dynamics, does not demand saving in a 
knowledge base of the user keystroke dynamics 
samples, that prevent their theft. Simultaneously 
there is a possibility to installate the requirements 
level for protection and a possibility to obtain 
keystroke dynamics of the infringer and to use their 
for his identification in the further. In aggregate with 
other protection models the proposed method 
enables to raise reliability and efficiency of the 
information protection in the MD DIS knowledge 
base.  

 
8. CONCLUSIONS 

 The analysis of MD DIS characteristics show as 
that it have a number of features which do it more 
vulnerable, than usual software products. For this 
reason formal models of access control cannot 
provide effective protection of MD DIS.  

MD DIS protection was improved by means of 
the biometric methods, namely authentication based 
on characteristics of users keystroke dynamics. 
During learning characteristics of keystroke 
dynamics has been detected, that even small samples 
of typed text (6-15 characters) allow to distinguish 
the keystroke dynamics. Based on it the method of 
MD DIS protection has been developed.  

The process of authentication has been realized 
on base of the artificial neural network ART2 
architecture, it allowed improve upon effectiveness 
of the process. 

The using of the protection method, suggested by 
authors, in the complex with methods of 
discretionary and mandatory  access control enables 
to improve the protection of MD DIS.  
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